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Lent is a time for restoring balance to our lives. The Eskimos practice balance as they 
venture into freezing Arctic waters in little boats. If you've ever paddled a kayak, you 
know how easy they are to tip. Thankfully, kayaks are just as easy to turn back 
upright. 

That isn't a bad image for Lent - or for life as a whole. Whatever spiritual disciplines 
we adopt, if we succumb to temptation, it's no biggie. One of the lessons of Lent is 
that, as long as we're traveling light, it takes only a quick twist of the paddle to 
right us. That paddle twist might take the form of a quick but heartfelt prayer: 
"Jesus, set me straight again!" Or it might mean some extra time set aside for quiet 
meditation with God. Don't get worried if your spiritual discipline fails now and then. 
Just let Jesus help you get upright once more, and keep paddling! 

- adapted from Carlos Wilton, in Homiletics 

Special dates 
• First Sunday in Lent, March 1, 2020 
• World Day of Prayer, March 6, 2020 

• Second Sunday in Lent, March 8, 2020 
• Daylight-Saving Time begins, March 8, 2020 

• Third Sunday in Lent, March 15, 2020 
• First day of spring, March 19, 2020 

• Fourth Sunday in Lent, March 22, 2020 
• Fifth Sunday in Lent, March 29, 2020 
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In grateful recognition of your support 
for emergency response and sustainable development 

around the world throuqh Church World Service. 
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Mission Team Report 

One Great Hour of Sharing (OGHS) 
Based on our contribution of $2,560 in 2018, we were one of the top 

100 UCC church donors per capita. 

In 2019, we gave only $2,000, so we may not make the 2019 list 

... but let's try  to be back on in 2020! 

March 22 is OGHS Sunday in 2020. The money you donate is 

used by UCC to help many, often with disaster relief. Here's an 

example of what your gifts do: 

A disabled Navy veteran in Florida lost a lot of roof shingles in a 

hurricane, causing major leaks and destroying some of his ceiling. 

UCC's Disaster Ministries partnered with a local volunteer organization 

to get the roof repaired. And then the UCC deployed a volunteer work 

team from a UCC Altoona church to complete the interior repairs to his 

home. "The volunteers ... did it with such love and compassion ... My 

health was deteriorating due to breathing in particles and debris from 

the water damage in my home, but it's improving ... / have a new 

outlook and I am no longer depressed. You have changed my life." 

Short Stories on Mission ... 

Family Promise - January 2020. 
Thank you to everyone who helped host Family 

Promise in January. 

The day after we provided the meal, a homeless 

family of five (mother, father, 8-year old son and 

3-year old twins) came to the shelter on an

emergency basis. Another congregation was in

charge of providing dinner that night, but Family

Promise asked if First Congregational could set up

sleeping quarters right away.
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Yes, we could- and did. Thanks to everyone in our church, that desperate family had clean sheets, 

warm blankets and quilts, a safe and comfortable place to stay that week. 

Everyone who supports our church supports our outreaches, allowing us to be there for others. 

THANK YOU! 

Pumpkin Patch -+ All Wrapped Up-+ A Needy Local Family 
Standing on a checkout line at a local retailer in November, a regular customer of our Pumpkin Patch 

recognized a regular volunteer of the Patch. When the customer remarked that the church volunteers 

must be getting a break after the Patch, the volunteer laughingly explained that the church was now in 

full gear on the All Wrapped Up program, fulfilling the holiday wish lists of struggling neighbors. 

And then a stranger standing in line behind the two pressed a $20 bill into the hands of our Patch 

person, said it was for our All Wrapped Up campaign! So, one of our All Wrapped Up 'adoptees' got an 

extra $20 Shop Rite gift card because of Pumpkin Patch! 
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